Experienced Coordinator needed

• Special Project – 3-6 months; to start immediately
• Temporary, Full time, 8-5, M-F
• Part time is possible
• 5 years Coordinator experience; some auditing would be nice
• Various studies and departments will be reviewed
• Regulatory and data files
• Will work out of the OCR
• Email me (patricia_ames@urmc.Rochester.edu) if you know anyone who might be interested. Thanks!!!
Office of Clinical Research (OCR)

Patricia Ames, PhD, CCRC
Director, Office of Clinical Research
Clinical and Translational Science Institute

October 17, 2018
Patricia Ames, PhD, CCRC
Patricia_Ames@URMC.Rochester.edu
O: 585-276-5845

- PhD – Public Health (Epidemiology)
- MPA – Health Administration
- 25 years of clinical research experience
  - Drugs/devices/biologics
  - Industry and cooperative groups
  - Sites and sponsors
  - AMC, outpatient practices, market-wide
  - Oncology, CV, diabetes, trauma, pediatrics, etc.
- Director level leadership for 18 years
The OCR will support and facilitate the administration and compliance of clinical trials carried out by the *University and its faculty*, thereby ensuring **successful outcomes**.
OCR Service Lines

- OnCore
- Research Finance
  - Pre-Award
  - Post-Award
- Metrics/Feasibility
  - Metrics and Reports
  - Cohort Discovery and Feasibility
  - Start-up Navigation
OnCore Service Line

Sn OnCore Coordinator: Chris Quinn

Will be hiring:
- OnCore Coordinator
- OnCore Trainer
- OnCore Programmer
Clinical Trial Management System (CTMS): OnCore

- Financial management
- Billing compliance
- Dashboards/Reports
- Centralized study calendars/billing grids
- EMR Integration
- Effort tracking

55 Cancer Centers (42 NCI-designated)
35 Academic Medical Centers (22 CTSAs)
14 Health Care Systems & Hospitals
CTMS Timeline

Milestones Completed:

- CTMS Selected
- Pre-Implementation Planning has started

Milestones Upcoming:

- 12/15/2018: CTMS Agreement Negotiation Complete
- 2/15/2019: CTMS Implementation Begins
- 1/15/2020: CTMS Implementation Complete
How will OnCORE affect you?

• All budget development and financial management will migrate to CTMS
• More efficient and consistent data collection, organization and reporting
• On time reporting
Over the Next 18 months….

Get Involved:
• Workflow workshops
• Workgroup team members
• Beta users
• Training development
• Score Events focusing on OnCore

Contact Chris Quinn (chrisine_Quinn@urmc.Rochester.edu) or Pat Ames (patricia_ames@urmc.Rochester.edu) if you want to get involved and participate in any of these activities – or if you have ideas of your own.
Metrics/Feasibility Service Line

Sn SL Coordinator: Brittany Greco

- SCORE!!!!
- Metrics development
- Clinical Research enterprise reporting
- Feasibility
- Start up Navigation

Will be hiring:
- Feasibility Analyst
- Start Up Navigator
Research Finance Service Line

Management of Research Finances from Start to Finish

• Pre-Award: CMS coverage analysis, cost and time analysis, negotiate budget with sponsors, enter budget information into OnCore. Everything up to agreement execution

• Post-Award: Invoicing, revenue reconciliation, service center payments, patient account reviews, GL transfers, projections, sponsor liaison

Will be hiring:
• Sn Service line coordinator
• (2) Budget Analyst (pre-award)
• (2) Finance Manager (post-award)
OCR Service Considerations (future)

- New PI education and mentorship
- Auditing/FDA prep services
- Enrollment recruitment and retention
- Quality Control/Quality Assurance